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Headaches and
Alternative Treatment

A

re there “Eastern” or
alternative treatments
that are effective in
relieving headaches? Who
better to answer that question
that Dr. Charles Matthews,
a neurologist and founder of
the North Carolina Comprehensive Headache Clinic,
based in Raleigh.
Health&Healing: What
effective alternative treatments
for headache are available?
DR. MATTHEWS: Some of
the most popular alternative approaches include
biofeedback, acupuncture,
massage, craniosacral therapy, magnesium supplementation, fish oil, vitamin D
supplementation, Chinese
herbs, exercise, and natural
hormone preparations; and
hot pepper desensitization
for sinus sensitivity.
Dr. Matthews is relentless in his search for the
cause of headaches.

The North Carolina Comprehensive
Headache Clinic provides outpatient
neurological evaluations and comprehensive treatment for the patient with
headache, facial, and neck pain. New
patients are welcome. For information, or for an appointment, contact:
NORTH CAROLINA COMPREHENSIVE
HEADACHE CLINIC
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2501 Atrium Drive, Suite 400
Raleigh, NC 27607
Telephone: (919) 781-7423
For more information, please visit
our website at www.ncheadache.
com. Click through to educational
links with our national organizations,
including hte American Academy of
Neurology, the National Headache
Foundation, and the American Council
on Headache Education.
To schedule a new patient appointment at the Headache Clinic, please
call 781-7423. Mary or Karin will be
happy to assist you.

H&H: An impressive list. How effective are these
treatments?
DR. MATTHEWS: Effective treatment relates directly to the cause of the headache. In 15 years
of examining patients with headache, facial pain
disorders, neck pain, and associated illnesses,
I’ve learned that the most important thing you
can do is to get an accurate diagnosis.
There are many causes of headache,
ranging from inflammatory disorders such as
temporal arteritis, tumors, infections, structural
problems of the neck or sinuses or teeth, and
exposure to chemicals such as carbon monoxide. So, I strongly advise anyone suffering from
chronic headaches to first get an accurate diagnosis of the cause of the headache. Remember,
headache is a symptom, not a condition!
H&H: Do you use alternative treatments at the
Headache Clinic?
DR. MATTHEWS: We have had over 30,000
patient visits for headache since 1993. That’s a
long time to explore different paths, and we’ve
tried just about everything you can think of.
Patients often want to try something they have
read about, and having worked through these
treatments with many patients in the past, I do
have a large amount of experience to bring to
the patient who has an interest in alternative
treatments. My alternative medicine training
has been through my patients.
But I think, perhaps, that there’s a problem with the term “alternative.” It implies an
“either-or” attitude toward non-conventional
treatments, and the situation is more complicated than that. Doctors, I think, have made
some very evident mistakes in recent years by

“There are many causes
of headache, ranging
from inflammatory
disorders such as
temporal arteritis,
tumors, infections,
structural problems of
the neck or sinuses or
teeth, and exposure to
chemicals such as carbon
monoxide.”
relying on a rigid, “by-the-book” approach to
medical care—especially when poor science
was involved. I’m thinking, for example, of the
poor science that went into recommendations
for hormone replacement for women experiencing menopause. If you are a doctor going by
the book, the book is going to change on you.
Does that mean non-Western treatments
are the answer? That’s too simple. The same
problems occur in evaluating whether these “alternative” treatments are helpful or harmful. We
often want to believe a treatment is working—
whether we are talking about statins for heart
disease or Chinese herbs for migraine—and
we are all too prone to see patterns that are not
really there. In the case of pharmaceuticals, the
patterns can be manipulated statistically to the
advantage of the pharmaceutical companies; in
the case of alternative treatments, we can engage
in wishful thinking that we have cured a process
that may have resolved spontaneously anyway.
I do think that doctors these days are
influenced too much by the pharmaceutical
industry. There are far too many medications
whose effectiveness is exaggerated through the
use of statistics presented to doctors who have
little training in this area. In the end there is no
substitute for being a physician who reads widely
and tries to become a little wiser each day.
H&H: What practical treatments do you often
use that are considered alternative?
DR. MATTHEWS: Magnesium is often recommended as an alternative treatment for migraine. There have been a handful of small
studies that look promising. Brain cells
pump sodium ions out to make a kind of
battery, an electrical charge across the cell
membrane that can be discharged when the

cell “fires” to communicate with another
cell. Magnesium distributes inside neurons
and reduces the battery charge, to some
extent balancing out the sodium charges.
We know on the basis of MRI spectroscopy that at least in menstrual migraine, intracellular magnesium is low. It makes sense that
magnesium supplementation would be helpful.
Also, intensive crop farming depletes soil of
magnesium, and one can assume that magnesium levels are generally low in our population
(although this needs more study).
In clinical practice, I have found what
I think is a modest benefit from magnesium
for pure migraine (with no muscle contraction
component) and perhaps for menstrual migraine but only when it is very mild. More severe cases do not seem to benefit. Once these
conditions have been controlled by medication,
I often try to then substitute magnesium.
Magnesium is often inaccurately prescribed. There are a few bricks worth of
magnesium in our bodies, yet our GI system
limits the amount of magnesium it can absorb
because diarrhea will occur. So, it is often
necessary to take magnesium for three months
consistently to have a meaningful effect on
levels. Also, blood (serum) levels of magnesium
are unreliable as an indicator of intracellular
magnesium so it isn’t really worth measuring.
Magnesium comes complexed with
something—oxide, orotate, taurate, or citrate.
The cheapest magnesium (magnesium oxide) is
fine unless you are too easily prone to diarrhea,
in which case orotate or taurate may be used.
Magnesium citrate is the most likely to cause
diarrhea. As long as your renal function is fine,
there should be no reason why you can’t take
“subdiarrheal” doses—double or triple the
daily recommended amounts, as long as you
are not having diarrhea, which will produce
further loss of magnesium and is a sign that’s all
your body can adsorb.
For very mild menstrual and non-menstrual migraine, magnesium is safe and may
work after three months. A tip from our
experience files: if you are having skipped heart
beats or palpitations of a benign nature, and
have been assured by your doctor that they
are harmless and that there is nothing you can
do about them, in my experience these always
go away after three months of magnesium
supplementation, and are a hopeful sign that
your headaches will improve too.
This brings up two important points: First,
If you are having muscle contraction headaches
as well as migraines, or if your migraines are severe—or indeed if there is any other cause for
your headaches—the magnesium won’t work.
Second, “alternative” treatments can be
helpful after pharmaceutical treatments have
done their work. Once the headaches are in
remission, patients can sometimes be switched
to an alternative treatment and do without the
pharmaceutical. It’s not one or the other; for
the patient with severe headaches, it’s one after
the other! h&h
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